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The i-suit Takes Home the 2016 ISSA Innovation Award
Ultimate Solutions Wins for the Third Consecutive Year!
Chicago, IL: Ultimate Solutions and i-team Global is pleased to announce our receiving of the 2016
ISSA Innovation Award Program Visitors’ Choice for the i-suit during the ISSA Excellence Award
Ceremony in Chicago, Illinois on October 28, 2016.

More than 50 products and services from the world’s leading cleaning manufacturers and service
providers were featured in the Innovation Award Program this year. Distributors, wholesalers and
facility service providers had the opportunity to view and vote for products within the show’s
Innovation Showcase area to determine five Visitor’s Choice award winners within each category.
Ultimate Solutions’ i-suit was the worldwide champion in the equipment category.
The i-suit reduces the discomfort window cleaners experience when using poles – the physical strain
on their arms, shoulders and necks. Weight is decreased by 50% and more evenly distributed across
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the body. Also, by using the i-suit glasses that incorporate prism technology, the user no longer needs
to strain their neck to look up.
“The i-suit is a game changer as far as safety and ease of operation. It's a must-have innovation.
There’s nothing like it in the world.” says Mr. Bill Allen, owner and CEO of Ultimate Solutions.
Silicon Valley cult icon and co-founder of Apple, Mr. Steve Wozniak, helped present the ISSA
Innovation Awards at this year’s celebration. Mr. Allen and his wife Rebecca Allen had an opportunity
to meet him. This is the third year Ultimate Solutions has won the Innovation Award at the ISSA North
American Show.

Rebecca Allen, Steve Wozniak, Bill Allen

After humble beginnings in Hawaii when he stared at the age of 18 with a used bucket, window
squeegee and a brush, Mr. Allen says, “it’s been a lifelong dream to lead a global championship team
dedicated to liberating the cleaning world at work! As the town janitor with over forty years of
experience, I have a keen appreciation and a deep understanding of how incredibly hard the people in
our Jan San domain work. It takes a sincere commitment to being and staying interested in what
others think and feel when it comes to producing breakthrough innovation. It takes a willingness to
take risks and be wrong while failing without stopping – at least until we breakthrough and get it
right! It takes being committed to a higher moral purpose while being in the service of others. It takes
being willing to have some of our best thoughts be those of others.”
Mr. Allen continues, “our international team is a diverse multi-talented, multi-ethnic group of highly
spirited maniacs-on-a-mission committed to liberating the cleaning world at work. As magnet for
talent, Ultimate Solutions and our i-team has become a championship breeding ground for
excellence. We are fortunate to employ some of the most greatest minds in the Jan San industry.”
Winning the most innovative award is a profound reflection of Ultimate Solutions’ uniquely
progressive culture and their unstoppable commitment to producing offerings that liberate the
cleaning world at work. The team is extremely grateful to receive it!
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About Ultimate Solutions
Ultimate Solutions is an international leader that designs, develops and manufactures innovative cleaning
offerings within a unique, highly innovative total cleaning system that liberates the cleaning world at work!
Ultimate Solutions is powered by Sandia Products, Mercury Floor Machines and our Jan-San consumables line.
We take pride in the fact that our high performance offerings are built to last in the United States!
About i-team
The i-team is a global family of over forty innovative cleaning sales and distribution partners that are dedicated
to delivering intelligent and convenient offerings that liberate the cleaning world at work!
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